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Share your vision for Romeoville! What is your idea or comment?
Comments as of October 25, 2016
1. The residents in Grand Haven need a way to advertise the sale of their home on your web site.
Why? 1. Visitors have trouble "dropping in" because we are a gated community. 2. We pay for
the repair of our own roads, not the village, not the state. And we pay real estate tax like
everyone else. So why doesn't the community of Romeoville return the favor and help us sell
our homes?
2. What is happening with Weber Rd. and the expressway in regard to the construction that was
supposed to start last year?
3. Attach red flashing lights on stop signs at School Crossing Guard locations. It's amazing how many
people don't pay attention in school zones. Have an ordinance limiting the days scrap collectors can
leave their trucks in the street or on driveways. It is an eye sore seeing these trucks filled with scrap
metal on our streets. Lower the height limit as to when grass should be cut from 6" to 4" or 5". Most
residents who let the grass get above 6" never bag the grass, leaving the cut grass on the sidewalks
and curbs.
4. Just an idea, I'm not sure if this is possible but is there anyway to widen Weber Rd North and South
heading towards I55. Traffic is brutal there. Thank you.
5. We need to be a transit oriented town. a couple of Pace bus routes should be added: one route or
two to the new train station, starting around Airport and Budler for neighborhoods west of Weber,
and the other for the neighborhoods east of Weber road. another bus route to run along Weber
starting in Joliet or by Larkin and rt 30 and to run up to Naperville metra station. This route would
serve metra, downtown Naperville, edward hospital, shopping area at Boughton and Weber. Also a
possible western Romeoville stop for the Pace express service to Chicago.
6. Could the Pace bus that picks up at White Fence Farm, possibly have a bus pickup on Weber Road,
(possibly where the old Dominicks Store lot is) for people that live on the west end of Romeoville?
It's still close access to I‐55.

7. Spend time and money improving the bus shelters in Romeoville. Bus riders should not have to suffer
with poor shelters. Thank you. Here is a link to help you understand this issue.
http://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2016/08/29/bus‐stops
8. My idea is to designate more smaller green areas in the village particularly where residences live
nearby, as a small oasis of beauty with a few benches, trees, flowers, etc. This would not only
enhance our community but encourage socializing with neighbors and add to a small town feeling
rather than having every lot occupied by a building. Romeoville is a busy place dominated by
increasing traffic. We need these visual reminders that life here can also give us peaceful moments
to enjoy nature nearby without having to drive to a park.
9. I really would like to see the the projected bike paths finished in Romoeville. I have been living here
for 12 years and have not really seen an improvement in this area. I'm a cyclist and would like to
utilize riding my bike to the local stores. I would like my elementary kids to be safe and tag along.
Our subdivision only has a mile long bike path that is a dead end to a busy intersection. It would be
nice if the paths would connect to one another.
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